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envisaging a new era of political and economic co-operation . At that
gathering, the African states also served notice of their impàtience with
the rate of progress toward the solution of the remaining colonial problems .

The Portuguese African ter r itories in South Africa are the focal
point of anti-colonial pressure . In the case of Portugal, the difficulty
arises from its claim that its overseas territories are an integral part of
metropolitan Port ,igal . The time i s, in fact, long overdue for Portugal to
give some sign that it recognizes the principles of self determination in its
overseas territories . The Canadian Government has made it clear that it
cannot accept the theories on which Portugal's colonial policy is based . We
welcome the reforms which Portugal has instituted during the past two years
in its overseas territories . We hope that.the Portuguese Government will
wisely take the further steps which alone can turn aside the criticisms to
which it is now exposed .

It is harder to foresee any solution to the problem of race-conflict
in South Africa . The Canadian Government can understand the fears of white
South Africans about the possibility of being submerged and eventually forced
out of their homeland . However, the Canadian Government cannot understand
South Africa's claim that apartheid is the only solutlbn, 4nd we deplore the
use of harsh and repressive measures offensive to fundamental human rights
which are used to carry out this policy . We derive no pleasure, and I am sure
no one in this House derives any pleasure, from seeing our former sister nation
of the Commonwealth become an outcast amongst nations for its race policy . I
repeat what I said at the United Nations, that we are prepared to help in any
way possible to achieve a solution based on justice, but we cannot and we will
not support one which is offensive to human dignity .

In Southern Rhodesia the race problem is not yet hardened along
irrevocable lines. African leaders, including some Commonwealth leaders, have
pointed out that it would not be in keeping with normal Commonwealth practice
if Southern Rhodesia were given her independence under a Government which is
not broadly representative of its-whole population . More time is needed to
search out a solution in Southern Rhodesia which will avoid the heavy problems
now facing South Africa .

Elsewhere in former British colonial territory the movement toward
independence marches steadily forward . Malaysia came into being on September 16,
embracing Sarawak-and North Borneo . We in this House welcomed wholeheartedly
the founding of Malaysia . We now regret, along with the British Foreign
Secretary who spoke on this yesterday, the external difficulties which have
attended the birth of a state which we are satisfied is destined to enhanc e
the peace and stability of Southeast Asia .

In the Caribbean we have watched with satisfaction the progress of
Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago since they achieved independence last year .
They have provided reassuring models of stability in an area which has been
otherwise turbulent . The Canadian Government continues to follow closely
constitutional developments in other islands and territories in that region,
and,as I have already announced, steps are being taken to improve and expand
our aid arrangements for the region in the economic field . . . .


